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Introduction

It is a very natural process for the mind to order objects of
a set. To achieve this, we intuitively assign values (they
can be real values, qualitative values like "good", "bad" or
more generally lattice values) that are easy to handle and to
compare. The general theory for this is measurement
theory that aims to give general conditions on the set X of
objects that need to be compared, and on the binary

relation ~, in order to have a function qb:X---~IR, such that:

Vx, y~ X,x>-y ¢=~ O(x) > ~(y).

(See [6] for a deep and complete treatment of measurement
theory).

On the other hand decision making problem is a
4-tuple (X, ®, A, >2) where:

¯ X is the set of consequences

¯ ® is the set of the states of the world

¯ A is the set of acts, that is the set of func tions
f." ® ---,X

;,- is a preference relation on the set of consequences,

or on the set of acts.

A decision making problem is to know what act to choose,

in order to have the "best" consequence with respect to ~-.w

A way to guess the "best decision" is to find a so-called
utility function u: X---~IR that represents the preference
relation ~in the sense that:

Vx, y ~ X, x~y <=~ u(x) > u(y).

Therefore, under this point of view, utility theory in
decision making is strongly linked to measurement theory.
There are three main classes of decision problems, decision
problems with risk (that will not be studied in this paper),
decision problems under uncertainty and multicriteria
decision making (MCDM problems).

Decision making under uncertainty: in this case, X is a
unidimensional space but there are several states of the
world, and the decision maker does not know which one is
the true state. This problem will be treated differently if
there is or not a measure la, additive or non-additive, on ®.
If there is a measure Ix on the states of the world, we
maximize the expected utility with respect to Ix i.e

n~ax{ fou(f (O))dlt}
The problem in this case, is to find a set of conditions on
the preference relation in order to have the existence of the
measure g on ®, and the existence of the utility function u:
X---~IR that represent ;,- i.e. Vfg aA,

f ~g ¢=> So u(f (O))d, tt >_ So u(g(O))dfl

(see [9] for the foundations of additive expected utility
theory, [10], [11] in the nonadditive case). If there is no
measure on qb there exist several criteria to help the
decision maker to choose the best decision, but this
problem will not be investigated in this paper.

Multicriteria decision making: in this problem, the state
of the world is known exactly, but the set of consequences
is a multidimensional space, that is, X = X1 x...x Xn. Each
space Xi is a weak order, i.e there is a weak order relation

;L-_i ,on Xi and the preference relation ;2-_ is on X. Let us
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assume that we know the unidimensional utility functions
ui: Xi ~ IR, for i=1 ..... n. The problem is now to
aggregate these utility functions with an appropriate
operator H, in order to represent properly the preference

relation ~, that is, find H: IRn ---~IR such that: x ~_ y is

equivalent to:

u(x) = H(uI (xI ) ...... u,, (x,,)) >
u(y) = H(uI (Yl) ..... ,u,, (y,,))

In this paper, we will denote by D, = (X, ®, A, ;,- ) 

decision problem under uncertainty, and by D,, = (X, ;L-_ ),

with X = XI x...x Xn, a multicriteria decision making
problem and I = {1 ..... n} will denote the set of criteria.

The latest and very promising results in utility theory are
obtained with the use of nonadditive measures and
integrals that are better suited to deal with some aspects of
the human behavior (see for example [14] and [1]). This
has oriented us towards the use of the Choquet integral as
an operator to represent the preference relation.

The AI community has been interested in decision with
uncertainty for a few years now but has neglected the
multicriteria aspect of decision. The aim of this paper is to
show that, at least in the case where the set of states of the
world is finite, decision making with uncertainty and
multicriteria decision making can be viewed as the same
problems, but with different semantical interpretations.
This will, we hope, create some links between AI and the
multicriteria field in order to widen the scope of research
of both communities.

First, we will recall the main definitions and results on
non-additive measures, then we will make clear the parallel
between decision making with uncertainty and multicriteria
decision making and eventually, we will give a
representation or utility theorem in multicriteria decision
making through the use of a Choquet integral.

Non-additive measures and integrals

Considering the scope of our work, we will only mention
non-additive measures and integrals in the finite case. In
this section ~ will denote a finite set, ~ = {xl ..... xn},
P(f2) the set of all subsets of g2. We will briefly recall the
basic definitions of non-additive integration theory that we
will need to establish our main result (see for example [3],
[5] or [15] for a general theory of non-additive measures
and integrals).
Definition 1 A non-additive (or fi~zzy) measure on (~2,
P(g2)) is a set fimction p: P(J2) ~ [0,1] such 

(])/~(0) 

(2) if A, B ~P(g2), A C B, then, I~(A)< p(B), that is, 
non decreasing set function.

Note that non-additive measures encompass probability
measures, possibility measures, belief functions, Choquet
capacities...

Let us now give the definitions of the Choquet integral
and the Sugeno integral w.r.t a non-additive measure. See
[2] and [12] for the original papers.

Definition 2 Let lz be a non-additive measure on (£2,P(g2))
and an application f: g2---~ [0, +~]. The Choquet integral of

f w.r.t kt is defined by:

(C)f fd~l ~-. ~ (f(x(i,)- f(x(i_l;))/l(A(i))
i=l

where the subscript (.) indicates that the indices have been
permuted in order to have f (xo)) <...<
f (x(n)), A(o = {X(l) ..... ,x¢,) and f(x(o) )=O byconvention.

Definition 3 Let p be a fitzzy measure on (D,P(I2)) and 
application f" K2---~ [0,+~]. The Sugeno integral of f w.r.t
p is defined by:

n

(S)f f o fl = v(f(x(i) A ~l(A(i ) ))
i=l

where v is the supremum, A is the it~rnum and with the
same notations and conventions as above.

We will not use the Sugeno integral in this paper but we
mention it because it is the tool we used for the qualitative
counterpart of what we present here in the uncertainty
decision case [4]. It can be seen that the Choquet integral
and the Sugeno integral have similar construction,
respectively with the t-norm bounded sum and the t-
conorm X and with the t-norm A and the t-conorm v.
Nevertheless, these integrals are very different in essence.
Indeed the Choquet integral w.r.t an additive measure
reduces to the classical Lebesgue integral but this is not
true in general for the Sugeno integral restricted to additive
measures. Besides, for applications, it seems that the
Choquet integral is better suited for superadditive or
supermodular fuzzy measures (see [3]) and the Sugeno
integral is better suited for possibility-like fuzzy measures.

Equivalence between decision making under
uncertainty and multicriteria

decision making

In the sequel, we will make the hypothesis that, a decision
making problem under uncertainty has a finite set of states
of the world.
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Formal parallelism between multicriteria and
uncertainty
In classical decision theory, uncertainty and multicriteria
are treated separately, although it would be very sensible to
have common formulation and framework for both of
them.

We consider a decision problem under uncertainty

D. = (X, ®, A,~- ) with ®={01 .... 0,,}

and a multicriteria decision making 19,, = ( X,~ ), with I =

{l .....n} and X=XIX...XXn.

In D,, ,an act is a function f" (9 --*X, i.e. A = O. Since
we have assumed that O is a finite set, we can identify the
acts with the elements of X", that is, we identify an act f
with its values f(01 ) ..... f(0n ). Setting, for all i = 1 ..... n,f
(Oi)=fi, we identifyf with (/’1 .... f~ ) a vector ofX~. So, the

preference relation ;,- on the acts becomes a preference

relation (that we will also denote ~- for convenience) 

X":

Vf , g e A,f ~g ¢=~ (f~ ....... f,,)~(gl ....... g,,)

But, in the multicriteria case, x is prefered to y will be
written

X~.~.y ~ (X1 ....... Xn )>-(Yl ," ..... Y,, )

with xi, Yi c Xi ,Vi c .F
Therefore a decision problem under uncertainty can be

written in a multicriteria decision making problem form as
soon as we make the following identifications:

(1) States of the world and criteria: 0,-~ 

(2) Acts and consequences: A ~ X", and

f;L’_ g ¢~ (fl .... f,,) ;2_ (gl ...... g,,)

Remarks:

Although, at least when the states of the world are in
finite number, an uncertainty decision problem can
always be written in a multicriteria decision making
form, the converse is not true because there is no

possible identification between XO and Xl x...xXn
when the sets X/are not the same which is often the
case in multicriteria decsion making. Anyway, we
will see in the next paragraph that, if the sets X/has a
property called order separability, it is easy to avoid
the problem and to use the results of decision under
uncertainty in multicriteria decision making.

¯ This could certainly lead, to some extent, to
interesting investigations of Artificial Intelligence in

the field of multicriteria decision making through
what has been already done in uncertainty and
reciprocally.

An additive Choquet representation in MCDM
In [4], we have presented a result of Savage giving
conditions on the preference relation of a decision problem
under uncertainty in order to have an integral
representation with respect to an additive measure. A
property, namely the sure-thing principle, which is
equivalent to the property of mutual preferential
independence as it is shown in [4], is responsible for the
additivity of the representation.

Let us assume that Dm is a multicriteria decision making
problem with Xi infinite for all i = 1 ..... n and assume its
utility function u can be written as a Choquet integral of
the unidimensional utilities ui, i = 1 ..... n, with respect to a
non-additive measure g. Then, with a slight restriction on
the attributes, Murofushi in [8], [7], has shown that the
mutual preferential independence is also "responsible" for
the additivity of g.

In the sequel, VJ c I, V x, y ~ X, the notation (x j, yjC)
will denote the vector with coordinates equal to those of x
on J, and to those of 3’ on .P .We will write Xj the cartesian
product of the J-coordinates, and Xjc the cartesian product
of the jC-coordinates.

Definition 4 An attribute i is called essential iff

3xi, Yi E Xi , ~,E{i},. E Xix{i}c

such that

(Xi’ X{i}c ) ~" (Yi, xti~ ).

Intuitively, an attribute i is essential iff the elements of Xi
are not all equivalent for the weak order restricted to Xi.

Definition 5 Let J c L Xj is said to be preferentially
htdependent w.r.t Xjc iff Vxj ,yj ~ Xj,

(~Xj~ E Xj~ I(xjXjc)~-(yjXjc))

(VXgc ~ Xjc,(x J ,xj~)>- (Ys ,Xjc)) (2)

If this is true for ever), J c I then the attributes are said to
be mutually preferentially independent.

That is, the preference of xj on yj is not influenced by
other attributes. We can now give Murofushi’s result:

Theorem 1 If Dm= (X, :2-_) is a multicriteria decision

makhzg problem, if we assume that there exists a non-
additive measure kt on 2t such that the utility function u can
be written:
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u( x) ~ [ U ) ( x(i) ) - u ¢i_l) ( x¢i_l) ) ]/ z ( 
i=1

(3)

where the ui ’s are the unidimensional utilities, and if
atleast there are 3 essential attributes, then we have the
following equivalence:

(1) the attributes are mutually preferentially
independent

(2) I-t is an additive measure

This result enhances the parallel between D, and/9,, since
in both theories, an equivalent property, at least in the
integral representation case, is responsible for the
additivity.

A Choquet representation theorem for
decision making

As we have seen in the above paragraph, if Dm has a
Choquet representation, we know if it is additive or not.
Yet, there is no theorem giving conditions on the
preference relation in the multicriteria decision making
problem case, in order to have a Choquet integral
representation. Nevertheless, P.Wakker in [13] has proven
a Choquet integral representation result in the decision
with uncertainty case. Using the parallel explained in the
above section, and adapting Wakker’s result, we will show
that it is rather easy to get a Choquet integral
representation result in multicriteria decision making
theory.

We first recall an important result of representation in [6].

Definition 6 Let (X, ~ be a set with a weak order relation.

A subset of X, A is said to be order dense w.r.t >- ifffor

all x,y e X, x >- y,there exists a e A such that x ~ a ~ y. X

is said to be order separable iff there exists an order
dense, at most countable subset of X.

Then, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Let (X, ;,- ) be a set with a weak order, then

there exists an application qb : X ----> IR such that k/x,y~X,
x ;L-_ Y¢:¢’ ¢(x) > ¢0’) iff X is order separable.

See [6] for a proof.
In the sequel, we will assume, that, for all i e I, the weak

ordered set (Xi, ;’-i ) is order separable and therefore admits

a real-valued representation denoted by qbi.We will make
the following commensurability hypothesis.

(CH) We shall assume that there exists a weak order & 

Ui~l Xi given by the decision maker and Vi, j ~ I, if there
exist xi ~ Xi and xj ~ X] such that ~Pi (xi) > ~pj (xj) (resp. <
resp. =), then it does mean that the decision maker xi to xj
(resp. xj to xi ,resp. xi and xj are equivalent).

Besides, we shall assume that the weak orders are total
orders. This is not restrictive since we know that if X is a

set and ~ a weak order, then ~- is a total order on X/-,

were - is the equivalence relation derived from >- . Note

that this hypothesis implies that the ~bl’s are injective.
Therefore, in the sequel, an ordered set will denote a set
with a total order.

We now give the definitions and hypothesis to prove our
main result. The definitions here are strict adaptations of
the original definitions in [13] in order to be able to apply
them to multicriteria decision making or decision with
uncertainty. To be self-contained, we first recall a few
useful topological definitions.

Definition 7 Let X be a set and T a subset of P(X). T 
called a topology of X iff

(ii) if(U, ,), ~ A is a family of elements off then

U,~AU~ ~ T

(iii) 

(F.)aea E 

is a finite family of elements of T then

The elements of T are called the open sets of the topology
and their complementary sets in X are called the closed
sets in X. (X,T) is called a topological space.

Definition 8 Let (X,T) be a topological space. It & called 
connected topological space if the only sets that are both
open and closed are X and f3. This is equivalent to say that
a fimetion f" X--~ {0,1} is continuous iff it is constant.

Definition 9 Let (X,T) be a topological space. It is called
separable if there exists Ae X such that A & at most
countable and‘4 = X where .4 denotes the closure of A that
is, the smallest closed set whose complementary set in X
(that is an open set) does not intersect A (A is said to 
dense in X).
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Definition 10 Let (X,:,-)be an ordered set, and X 

endowed with a topology. ~ is said to be a continuous

order if for all a e X, the sets Ix e XIx >- a} and Ix e Xla
x} are open sets.

Definition 11 Let Xt, ..... X, be n ordered sets with ~1 ...... >-_,

their respective orders and ¢Pl ..... dp, their respective real-
valued representation, satisfying the previous hypotheses.
A subset A c X = Xl × ... x X, is said to be comonotonic
if for all i, jE 1, for all x, y e A we have:

¢i(Xi)>--¢j(Xj)==~¢i(Yi)>--~j(yj) (4)

Note that, ifXi = Xj for all i,j e I, we get the usual
definition of a comonotonic set.
We give the following example to understand intuitively

the notion of comonotonicity.
Example:

Let us assume that a consumer wants to buy a new car.
His criteria are the price p, the speed s, the color c, the gas
g. The set of possible choices are a Ferrari, 5 Renault
cars, 5 Peugeot cars. We can now assume, that the set of
Renault cars constitute a comonotonic set of his possible
choices. The consumer can say that if a criterion is better
satisfied than an other for one Renault car, this will be
true for the other Renault cars. To do this, the consumer
must put "mentally" the criteria on the same scale of
satisfaction in order to compare them, since obviously, he
can not a priori compare the price to the color.

We now introduce two order relations and the notion of
contradictory comonotonic tradeoffs.

Definition 12 Let ct,[3,7,~i e f’l i~ i I m(~ ~ which is not empty
since our commensurability assumption. We will write

(a,f~) >- c (~,8)

if there exist i 8 1 and {(xic,~il(a)),( yie,qsi-1 ([3)),( -l

(T)),)’ic,~bi l (~5))} a comonotonic set of X, such that:

( x i~ , (b?’ ( a’) )>-( y i~ (/).’ (fl) )a

(y,~, q~,.-’ (~)) >- (x,~, q~,.-’ (7")) (5)

And, we will write

(a,13) t c (-:,8)

if there exist i e I and {(xic,c~il(lx)),( yic,cPi -I (~)),( xic,(J~i-1

(y)), yic,(Pi "1 (6))} a comonotonic set of X, such that:

-l >_ -i
(×iv’ ~i (°O)_(Yi~, ~)i (fl))and

(yi ~, (ki-’ (8))]>"(Xic, ~?1 (~/)) 

In the original definition of Wakker, a, fl,~,,c~ were in a
unidimensional space X. To extend it to the multicriteria
case, it is necessary to use the ~ transforms in order to have
a, fl,?,c~ in the same set.

Definition 13 With the same notations as above, ~ the

order relation of X reveals comonotonic contradictory
tradeoffs if there exist a, fl, y,~ e f’l i~ I I mfb i such that:

(a, fi)~ (~, 6)and(l, 6) >-c (a, (7)

Example:
Let us consider a decision problem involving cars,
evaluated on two criteria, the cost c and the performance
p. Let us imagine the following four cars:

Car A (c=20000,p=100)
Car B (c=22000, p=110)
Car C (c=20000, p=130)
Car D (c=22000,p=160)
And suppose that the decision maker wants a powerful
car at a low cost. This means that the functions ~,. and d~t,
are respectively decreasing with c and increasing with p.

Suppose that the decision maker has the following
preference:

A =(20000,100) ;,- B=(22000,110)

The reason may be that, since for A and B the
performance is rather low w.r.t cost, it does not worth to
buy B, and the cheapest car is preferred.

Now suppose that

C=(20000,130) -<_ D=(22000,160)

In this case, since the performance is much higher than
the average, the decision maker accepts the rather small
difference of cost to have the most powerful car.

In a second step, four other cars are proposed to the
decision maker, which are:

car A’ (c = 10000,p = 130)
car B’ (c = 15000,p = 160)
car C’ (c = 10000,p = 100)
car D’ (c = 15000,p = 110)
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and we suppose that the decision maker has the following
preference

A’= (10000,130) ;L2 B’= (15000,160)

C’=(10000,100) -< D’=(15000,110).

This preference can be explained as follows. It is very
unusual to have a car which is both very powerful and
very cheap, as A’, so that A’ is prefered to B’. On the other
hand, as both C’ and D’ are cheap cars, the decision maker
prefers D’, since for a small difference of cost, he/she can
get a more powerful car.

A decision maker having this preference exhibits a
comonotonic contradictory tradeoff for ct,13,),,~i since
letting A = (x, a), B=(y, fl), C=(x,T), D=(y,~) A-(x’,~),
B ’=0",6), C -(x’,ct), D ’=0,’,13) we have simultaneously:

(x,a)~ (y,~)and(x,7)~(y,6)

and

(x’, a) -< (y’, fJ )and(x’, 7 )~(Y’, 

as figure (1) shows.

This definition is a straightforward extension of Wakker’s
definition of comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs, but, our
definition which reduces to Wakker’s definition if all the
Xi’s are identical has the advantage to allow us to deal with
a multicriteria decision making problem or a problem of
decision with uncertainty. For the convenience of the
reader, we recall Wakker’s result in the D,, case.

x’ 8

y t

...."
..,#

...,"

.........,..,..."""’’.... J"

X ...’’"’" ..""-:: ......................:/:".. .........
....."

.."
/-"

Figure 1: Possible example of a preference relation with
comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs

Theorem 3 Let X be a topological, connected, separable
space and a binary relation ~ defined on X# . Let I =

{ 1 .....n}. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) there exists a non-additive measure g on 21, and a
continuous function u: X -->IR such that
VXi , Yi ~ X, Vi =1 ..... n

(x~ .....x.) :2-_ 0’1 .....y.) (8)
is equivalent to

ZT=l [b/(X(i) ) -- L/(X(i_I ) )](~/~(i) ) 

Z]:I [u(Y (i, ) -- u( y (~_,, )](~(i, (9)

(2) is a c ontinuous ord er, tha t doe s

comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs.
not reveal

We will now prove the following:

Theorem 4 Assume Xb ..... X,, are topological connected

separable spaces, with preference relations ~ i ,i =1 .... n,

that are continuous orders. Let ~ be a binary relation on

X = Xl ×..× Xn. Assume that for each i = l, .... n, Im~Oi = IR.
Then, we have the following equivalence:

(1) there exist a non-additive measure g on 21 and n
continuous fimctions ui: Xi --->IR, i~ I, such that:

x = (xI ...... x,, )~__y = (3’~ ......y,, ) (10)
is equivalent to:

Z]=I [U(i) (X(i) ) U(i _I ) (X( i_I) )]/ .Z (A(i)) _>

ZT:I [b/(i)(Y(i)) -- U(i-I)(Y(i-1))]/./(A(i))
(11)

(2) is a c ontinuous ord er, tha t doe s not reveal
comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs.

Proof: (1) ~ (2) is very similar to the proof given 
Wakker in [13] and therefore omitted. We will prove the
interesting part of the theorem, that is on what conditions
on the preference relation, we have a Choquet integral
representation. (2) ~ (1):

Lemma 1 Vi~ I, (~i is a continuous function from Xi to IR.

Proof: Let i ~ I and ]a, b[ an open interval of IR. ~i -1

(]a,b[) {xi ~ Xi[dp i-l(a) >- xi >- ?Pi-1(b) which is an open

set using the hypothesis of continuity of the order ~ i.
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We now introduce a new order on IR" =q~,(X,) X...xG(X.).

Definition 14 The binary relation ~-’ on qbl(Xi) X...Xd~.(X.)

is defined by:

(41 (Xl)’" ..... ’ ~n (Xn))]>-’(~1 (Y,) ....... ,4,, (Y,,))
¢:> (x, ........x,, )>-(y~ ........ y. ) (12)

It is very easy to see that the above binary relation is an
order relation on qbl(Xi) X...×qbn(X,,) since ~ is an order.

Lemma 2 ;,-’ is a continuous weak order on IR" = dh(X1)

×... xqb,,(X,)for the usual topolopy oflR".

Proof: Since > is a continuous order Oi"1 is a continuous
function from IR to Xi for all i e I by lemma (1). But

{(qbl(xl) ..... qb.(x.)) >-’ (qbl(al) ..... qb.(a.))}= dpi ({Xl 

(xl .... ,x.) >- (al ..... a.)} which is open since ~[1 

continuous. Therefore ~ ’ is continuous.

Lemma 3
tradeoffs.

;.-’ doesn’t reveal comonotonic contradictory

Proof: Assume the contrary, there exist cq13,%~5 ~ IR such
that (o~,13) ~ ’c (7,5) and (7,6) ~ ’c (oql3). So, there 

ie I and { ( ~,, (x ,,.),7), ( g0,*" (Y ,*’)’~)’ ( qb,~: (x i¢),0t), 

,,.),13)} a comonotonic set such that:

(13)

And there exist j ~ I and {( qbf (x~),7), ( ¢. 0"F),5), ( q
(x f),cO, ( ~¢. ¢-),13)} a comonotonic setsuchthat:

(hi (x f ),cO~(~)f (y f ),fl)and

((bf (y’f ), (~)~’c (Oj~ (X’f 7’)
(14)

Using the definition of ~-’ we get that equation (13) 

equivalent to:

Xi¢ ~)i-I

-I
(7"))~(yi~Oi (6)and

(yicOi -1 (/3)) ~- (Xic~)i -I (0~) (15)

and equation (14) is equivalent to:

-1 , -1
(x f ~bj (O0)>-(y f (fl) and

, -1 , -I
(y f ~bj (6))~(x ./~ ~bj (16)

that is >-reveals comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs which

is contrary to our assumptions. Therefore, >-’ doesn’t reveal

comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs.

Now, we know that ?pi(Xi) = IR is a connected separable

topological space for all i ~ L >-’ is a continuous order

relation on IR" = dh(Xl) x...xqb~(X,) that doesn’t reveal
comonotonic contradictory tradeoffs. Using Wakker’s
theorem, there exist a non-additive measure g on 21 and a
continuous function u: IR ----> IR such that:

(~b~ (x~),. ..... , ~. (x,, ))>-’(~bl (y, ),. ..... ,~.(y.)) (17)

is equivalent to

~7=~ [u(~b~i) ( x(i) )) - u( O~i-,) ( x(i_,) (A~i)) >

ZT=I ["(~(i)(Y(i)))- U(~(i-l, (y(~_,)))]/z(A,,,) (18)

Using the definition of ,~" and defining for all i ~ I, ui: X~

IR by ui = uod?i which are continuous functions since u
is continuous according to Wakker’s theorem and the qbi’s
are continuous by lemma (2), we get

(x~ .....x.)~(y~ ..... y.) (19)

is equivalent to:

ZT=l [U(i) (X(i) ) --/g(i_l ) (X(i_I) )]/z(A~i) ) >

ZT=I [b/-(i) (Y(i)) b/Q-l) (Y(i-I))]/t(A(/) ) (20)

And this completes the proof.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown the strong parallelism
between decision under uncertainty problems and
multicriteria decision making. This has permitted us to
generalize a Choquet integral representation result to the
multicriteria case, result that was lacking until now. Our
future work will consist in generalizing, with the method
explained in this article, other representation results of
decision under uncertainty to MCDM problems. Besides,
we have assumed in our paper that the sets of
consequences were infinite. Indeed Krantz et al. in [6] have
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shown that the hypotheses assumed to have an additive
representation in the infinite case were not sufficient in the
finite case. Therefore, we need to extend our work to the
finite case since it is essential in practical situations.
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